SUBJECT: AWARD OF ADDITIONAL SKILL IDENTIFIER (ASI) Y9 (WARRIOR IN TRANSITION UNITS (WTU) AND COMMUNITY BASED WARRIOR IN TRANSITION UNITS (CBWTU) PLATOON SERGEANTS (PSG)/SQUAD LEADERS (SL)) TO QUALIFIED SOLDIERS

1. REFERENCES.
   A. AR 611-1, 30 SEP 97, MILITARY OCCUPATIONAL CLASSIFICATION AND STRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION.
   B. DA PAM 611-21, 22 JAN 07, MILITARY OCCUPATIONAL CLASSIFICATION AND STRUCTURE / WEB SITE HTTPS://SMARTBOOK.ARMYG1.PENTAGON.MIL
   C. NOTIFICATION OF FUTURE CHANGE (NOFC) E-1010-07, 8 JUNE 10, POSTED TO NOFC WEB SITE AT HTTPS://SMARTBOOK.ARMYG1.PENTAGON.MIL

2. PURPOSE. THE PURPOSE OF THIS MESSAGE IS REQUEST COMMANDERS, PERSONNEL SERVICE ACTIVITIES AND/OR INDIVIDUAL SOLDIERS THAT MEET ASI Y9 QUALIFICATION CRITERIA TO REVIEW THEIR PERSONNEL/TRAINING RECORDS AND TAKE APPROPRIATE ACTION TO AWARD ASI Y9 TO QUALIFIED SOLDIERS WHO HAVE COMPLETED WTU PSG/SL TRAINING AND HAVE NOT BEEN AWARDED THE ASI.

3. ISSUE. NON-AWARD OF ASI Y9 TO QUALIFIED PERSONNEL.
   A. REFERENCE C ESTABLISHED ASI Y9 EFFECTIVE 1 OCTOBER 2010 TO IDENTIFY PERSONNEL WHO COMPLETED THE ABOVE TRAINING AND SERVED IN PSG AND SL DOCUMENTED POSITIONS IN WTU/CBWTU TO CAPITALIZE ON THEIR TRAINING, SKILLS AND UNIQUE EXPERIENCES.
      (1) FOR THOSE PSG/SL ASSIGNED OR ATTACHED TO A WTU/CBWTU PRIOR TO 1 OCTOBER 2008, SOLDIERS MUST HAVE COMPLETED THE ARMY TRAINING REQUIREMENTS AND RESOURCES SYSTEM (ATRRS) ONLINE DISTRIBUTED LEARNING (DL) COURSES DL 6I-F6/300-F34 AND DL 6I-F7/300-F35 OR DL 6I-F8/300-F36.
   B. TO DATE, MANY SOLDIERS WHO HAVE COMPLETED THE PREREQUISITE QUALIFICATION TRAINING FOR AWARD OF ASI Y9 AND HAVE SERVED IN WTU POSITIONS HAVE NOT BEEN AWARDED THE ASI NOR HAS THE IDENTIFIER BEEN ENTERED ON THEIR PERSONNEL MASTER FILE AND IS THEREFORE NOT VISIBLE TO THE ARMY IN THE PERSONNEL SYSTEM.

4. REQUESTED ACTION. INITIATE APPROPRIATE ACTION TO AWARD ASI Y9 TO
QUALIFIED SOLDIERS WHO HAVE COMPLETED THE WTU PSG/SL TRAINING.

5. POINT OF CONTACT. THE ODCS G-1 ACTION OFFICER IS MR. RANDY NEWMAN, DSN 221-2099, COMMERCIAL (703) 325-2099, E-MAIL RANDY.NEWMAN@US.ARMY.MIL.

7. EXPIRATION DATE OF THIS MESSAGE IS 1 FEBRUARY 2014.